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CHAPTER 1.
PRODUCTION PROGRAMS AND WATER REQUIREMENTS
STEP TWO PLAN
As summarized in the Kootenai River Native Fish Conservation Aquaculture Program Master Plan Step 2
Document, the Northwest Power and Conservation Council (NPCC) Step-Review requirements include
the development of a preliminary engineering design and estimate package to an accuracy level of +25 to
35 percent. This project includes design and construction of a new fish hatchery on Tribal-owned land at
the confluence of the Moyie and Kootenai rivers. The site proposed for the new Twin Rivers Hatchery
offers high quality ground and surface water needed to support the program’s aquaculture objectives for
Kootenai River white sturgeon and burbot.
Proposed Twin Rivers Hatchery facilities include dual water supplies and filtration with treatment,
chemical storage, boiler and chiller for temperature conditioning of process water, sand filtration, shop
space, and building space rooms for electrical, communications, and mechanical equipment. Space is
provided for sturgeon and burbot broodstock, incubation, juvenile rearing, dry storage (feed), and forage
rooms/facilities, along with combined wet lab and necropsy operational space.
Additionally,
administrative/biological support facilities, and staff housing will be provided. The proposed project also
includes the following modifications to the existing Tribal Sturgeon Hatchery: staff housing, conference
room and additional administrative offices, multiple hatchery improvement promoting operations, safety,
security and energy improvements, rearing sheds improvements, vehicle storage shed upgrades, and
several site improvements.
Project actions will occur within an area known as the Twin Rivers site and at the Kootenai Tribal
Hatchery. The Twin Rivers site is located at the confluence of the Moyie and Kootenai rivers near Moyie
Springs, Idaho and the existing Kootenai Tribal Hatchery is located on the Kootenai Tribe of Idaho’s
Reservation land about two miles west of Bonners Ferry.
In developing the project scope, the following design criteria were emphasized by the Kootenai Tribe:
•

Existing RV resort operations should be preserved to the greatest extent possible without
compromising aquaculture functions

•

All new facilities should be well above flood elevation (approximately elevation 1786 feet) to
prevent water damage

•

Mature trees are to be retained to the greatest extent possible

•

Available groundwater should be used to provide pathogen-free rearing water

•

Hatchery facilities must be secure, with controlled public access

•

Sturgeon culture facilities must be relatively isolated from burbot culture facilities to
minimize pathogen vectors

•

Operator housing should be available on-site

PRODUCTION PROGRAMS
The production programs for both sturgeon and burbot for the two hatchery facilities present import
detailed information relating production criteria and life stage are summarized in Attachments A and B.
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BIOLOGICAL DESIGN CRITERIA AND WATER REQUIREMENTS
The biological design criteria and water requirement are presented in detail for both sturgeon and burbot
in Attachments A and B.
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CHAPTER 2.
RIVER WATER SUPPLY
River water for the new Twin Rivers Hatchery will come from two separate river sources: the
Moyie River intake and the Kootenai River intake. Both of these intakes will be capable of providing all
the water necessary to operate the new hatchery at full production levels. The redundancy of the intakes
along with the production groundwater wells is to provide a dependable source of water for the hatchery
regardless of the river conditions in either Moyie or Kootenai rivers.

DESIGN CRITERIA
Based on the bio-criteria spreadsheet developed for the Twin River Hatchery operation, the anticipated
flow rate through the hatchery during full production periods will be approximately 2.9 cubic feet per
second. Intake screens, pumps, valves, and pipelines will be designed to supply 3.3 cubic feet per second
to the hatchery. Each of the intakes will have two complete, separate systems to provide a backup in the
event one of the systems requires maintenance work.
Design of the intake structures for both the Moyie and Kootenai River intakes will meet all current state
and federal design criteria for intake screens. Design criteria for the intake screens will include:
•

Approach Velocity: Less than 0.4 feet per second.

•

Screen Material: Corrosion resistant and durable stainless steel or aluminum.

•

Opening Size: 3/32-inch circular holes or 3/32-inch diagonal for square holes or 1/16-inch
slots.

•

Open Area: Minimum open area of screen material equals 27 percent.

•

Screen Type: Actively cleaned screen since design flow greater than 3 cubic feet per second.

•

Cleaning Frequency: Every 5 minutes during high debris periods.

Juvenile fish must be able to swim away from the intake screen face when it is located in the river or
inside a pump station. At the proposed Kootenai River intake, the screen will be anchored in the active
river channel which will allow the fish to swim away from the screen in any direction. At the proposed
Moyie River intake, an overflow bypass pipe and open channel will provide a return route back to the
river.

INTAKE STRUCTURES
Due to the site conditions at the proposed Kootenai River and Moyie River water intake sites, two
different types of intake structures will be designed. An exposed river screen will be installed in the
Kootenai River and an enclosed screen with piped inflow will be installed on the Moyie River.

Kootenai River Intake Structure
Layout of the Kootenai River intake structure includes a concrete base with two cone screens and a
pipeline to the pump station. In this section of the Kootenai River, the north bank of the channel has a
very gradual slope forcing the intake structure base and screens to be located approximately 80 feet from
the water’s edge at low flow. This distance is needed to located the intake in at least 4 feet of water depth
to maintain at least 18 inches of water above the top of the cone screen.
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Two cone screens will be provided, each capable of providing the design flow rate of 3.3 cfs. The
screens, which are 5-foot 6-inch diameter, and 2 feet high, will have 50 percent open area (1/16th-inch
wedgewire with 1/16th-inch spaces). The approach velocity at the design flow rate is 0.12 ft/sec,
39 percent lower than the 0.2 ft/sec standard. The slot velocity is 0.246 ft/sec, 51 percent lower than the
0.5 ft/sec standard. Most of the time both screens will be in service, reducing these velocities by half.
The screens are all stainless steel construction, and are fitted with three rotating brush arms, which are
driven by a hydraulic motor mounted within the screen. The hydraulic motor is equipped with a rotation
sensor that will send an alarm signal to the screen control system, which is located in a Pump Control
Building on the shoreline out of the flood zone. The hydraulic lines and the sensor wire will be encased
within an 8-inch diameter HDPE pipe between the screens and the Pump Control Building. The hydraulic
fluid is a synthetic mineral oil that is biodegradable and meets aquatic toxicity (L-50) test.
The screens for the Kootenai River intake are designed to be removable without a diver required. The
screens rest on top of the intake slab, with a 16-inch diameter outlet pipe inserted into an 18-inch diameter
outlet elbow encased in the slab. A lifting assembly has two 1 foot wide lifting plates that rest in 4-inch
deep recesses in the support slab. The lifting assembly is guided into place with 8-inch diameter steel
pipes that slide up and down on 6-inch diameter steel guide pipes bolted to the support slab. A chain
extends from the top of the lifting assembly to a keeper near the platform at the base of a pile-supported,
one ton capacity jib crane. The chain can be attached to the hoist, which can then be rotated directly over
the screen to allow the raising of the screen for inspection or maintenance. The screen (430 lbs) can be
lowered onto the floating dock, or directly into a boat adjacent to the dock.
Steel pilings on the upstream side of the base slab for the screens will support a short, reinforced section
of floating dock that will help protect the intake structure from damage from floating debris in the river.
The floating dock on the north side of the screens provides access to the platform at the base of the jib
crane.
Conveyance of river water from the intake structure to the pump station will be through an 18-inch HDPE
pipeline. Total drop in elevation of the pipeline between the intake and pump station will equal 1.0 feet
with the pipe lower at the pump station than at the intake structure. The entire pipeline will be buried
under the channel gravels to the edge of channel and under the floodplain terrace to the pump station.

Moyie River Intake Structure
Layout of the Moyie River intake structure includes an intake vault and trashrack, and a gravity pipeline
to the combined pump station and intake screen. Due to the exposed bedrock vertical bank at the water
intake location, it was determined that building the pump station and intake screens away from the intake
site would be easier to build and maintain.
A hydraulic control in the Moyie River has formed at the tailout of the scour pool along the toe of the
vertical bedrock bank. Based on the size of material in the bottom of the scour pool, it appears that the
discharge in the river keeps the small gravel, sand and fine material cleaned out of the pool due to the
turbulence created by the bedrock outcrop. This absence of small material is an ideal location for a water
intake as these smaller materials will naturally be absent from the water column at this location.
Near the downstream end of the scour pool, a deep section of pool is located just downstream of a
bedrock outcrop into the pool. In this deep pool section, a precast concrete vault would be installed as
close to the vertical bedrock bank as possible. At the present time, fractured bedrock pieces from the
slope above the river have slid into the pool and created a sloped channel edge to the bottom of the pool.
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Removal of these pieces of fractured bedrock will hopefully reveal a good location to set the rectangular
concrete vault.
Dimensions of the concrete vault will be 13 feet long by 6 feet wide by 11 feet high and will be
positioned with the top at or near the 2-year average flood flow water level. The top of vault has grated
openings for access into the intake vault for maintenance activities. On the river side of the vault, a trash
rack will be installed to keep rocks and large wood material from entering the intake structure. The intake
will have two sections of trash rack, each measuring 4 feet wide and 5 feet tall, for a total screen area of
40 square feet. The trash rack will have vertical 1/4-inch thick plates with 1-inch openings. Assuming a
low water level and the design flowrate of 3.3 cfs, the approach velocity to the screen at the design flow
rate is 0.14 ft/sec, 30 percent lower than the 0.2 ft/sec standard. The slot velocity is 0.17ft/sec, 66 percent
lower than the 0.5 ft/sec standard.
The concrete vault will be fitted with a 20-inch diameter steel flanged outlet for connecting the 20-inch
HDPE pipeline conveying the flow to the screens upstream of the pump station. Flow velocity in the
intake pipeline at the design flowrate is approximately 1.5 ft/sec. The intake screens in the Moyie Pump
Station are discussed in the following section.

PUMP STATIONS AND VALVE VAULTS
Both of the pump stations will be designed to create gravity flow from the river water source to the pump
bays within each pump station. Gravity flow from the Kootenai River will be from the intake screens to
the pump station, a distance of approximately 360 feet. Gravity flow from the Moyie River will be from
the intake trash rack structure to a screening facility that is immediately upstream of the pump station, a
distance of approximately 430 feet.

Kootenai River Pump Station
Location of the Kootenai River pump station will be near the edge of the floodplain terrace before it
transitions into the upland terrace along the northern edge of the Kootenai River. This location was
chosen to keep the structure above the anticipated flood levels of the Kootenai River and to hide the
structure among the riparian vegetation. This area of the RV Resort is very popular and keeping the
structure out of the main use areas is important.
Construction of the Kootenai River pump station will utilize a precast concrete circular vault to install the
submersible pumps. The precast vault will be 12 feet in diameter and 27 feet deep. The gravity supply
line from the intake structure will enter the pump station approximately 3 feet above the bottom. This
places the suction intakes of the pumps at an elevation approximately 10 feet below the low water level in
the Kootenai River. This will provide adequate submergence of the pump under all operating conditions
for motor cooling and good hydraulic conditions for the pump.
The pumps are rail-mounted submersible solids handling pumps. Two pumps are each sized to pump the
design flowrate of 1,500 gpm @ 60 ft TDH, 30 HP. A third pump is sized for more efficient operation at
lower flowrates (400 gpm @ 30 ft, 5 HP). The pumps will be equipped with VFDs, located in the Pump
Control Building approximately 50feet away. Pump speed will be manually adjusted to provide the
desired flowrate. The pre-cast cover of the pump station has hatches for pump removal.
The pump discharge lines pass through a valve vault where check valves and isolation valves will be
located. The check valves will prevent water in the pipeline to the hatchery building from reversing flow
back to the wetwell when the pumps are turned off. The check valves will be equipped with a position
switch that will detect a closed valve on an operating pump, and send a shut-down alarm to the pump
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control system. A pressure transducer will be provided upstream of the check valve. The pressure
information will be used to monitor the operation and discharge rate of the submersible pumps.
After leaving the vault, the two 8-inch discharge lines from the larger pumps and the 6-inch discharge line
from the smaller pump connect into a 10-inch pipeline to the influent sedimentation tank (further
discussed in the section “Kootenai River pipeline”).

Moyie River Pump Station
The location of the Moyie River pump station will be on the outer edge of the dike along the edge of the
river at the north end of the project site. A majority of the structure will be constructed in the bank where
several campsites are presently located in the RV Resort. Only a small portion of the structure will
extend beyond the edge of the dike and this will be where the pipeline from the intake vault will enter the
lower portion of the pump station.
Construction of the Moyie River pump station will be completed using a cast-in-place concrete structure.
Dimensions of the cast-in-place structure will be 20.5 feet long by 20.5 feet wide by 16 feet deep. Water
from the intake pipeline will enter the screen bay, which contains two cone screens, and is located on the
“river side” of the pump station structure. The cone screens are similar to those described for the
Kootenai River intake, except these will be bolted to a concrete pad. The screen controls, including the
hydraulic power unit, will be located in the Pump Control Building, located approximately 60 feet from
the screen bay. The screen bay can be dewatered by shutting the sluice gate on the river intake line, and
opening the 12-inch diameter drainage sluice gate at the downstream end of the screen bay.
Water that does not pass through the cone screens will overflow the screen bay via an adjustable, 1-foot 6
inches wide weir gate into a 35 square foot pool. The weir gate has an operating range of 2 feet 3 inches
and can be used to regulate the amount of flow entering the screen bay. The pool is drained by a 12-inch
HDPE pipeline that exits the structure approximately 2 feet above the floor of the pool. This return
pipeline connects with the drain line from the screen bay, and is routed back to the Moyie River. The
return pipeline to the Moyie River will meet all federal fish passage criteria for safe fish passage, in terms
of flow velocity, depth, and discharge conditions.
Water that passes through the cone screens is routed to the wetwell via 16-inch diameter steel pipes
embedded in the screen bay foundation slab. The configuration of the submersible pumps in the Moyie
River Pump Station is similar to that described for the Kootenai Pump Station. Two large pumps
(1,500 gpm @ 21 ft TDH, 15 HP) and a smaller pump (600 gpm @16 ft TDH, 5 HP). The VFDs for these
pumps are located in the Pump Control Building.
Hatches are located in the concrete slab at grade level over the pumps. A one-ton capacity jib crane,
mounted on the cover slab, can access the pumps as well as the screens, and load this equipment directly
into the back of a truck parked over the valve vault. The screens can be access by removing a 7-foot
square grated opening in the cover slab over each screen.
The discharge lines from the pump station are also configured similar to the Kootenai Pump Station,
passing through a valve vault (essentially identical to the vault described for the Kootenai Pump Station),
and connecting into the 10-inch Moyie River pipeline for conveyance to the influent sedimentation tank.

RIVER WATER PIPELINES
Conveyance of water from the Kootenai River and Moyie River pump stations to the influent
sedimentation tank will be through 10-inch high pressure (AWWA C-900) pipe. Both river water
pipelines rise gradually from the valve vaults to the discharge into the influent sedimentation tank, the
2-4
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Kootenai River pipeline rising approximately 9 feet while the Moyie River pipeline will rise
approximately 3 feet.

Kootenai River Pipeline
The Kootenai River pipeline will be routed from the pump station to the and influent sedimentation tank
along the main access road to the southern half of the RV Resort. This location was chosen to minimize
disturbance of the existing site utilities in place for the RV Resort. As the pipeline approaches the new
RV Resort clubhouse, the pipeline veers off the main access road and turns north. This alignment bisects
the existing pasture and is between the proposed staff housing and burbot ponds. Just past the proposed
staff housing, the pipeline veers to the east and will be located on the existing access road along the
eastern edge of the property at the toe of the hill slope. The pipeline follows the access road to the new
influent sedimentation basin. Overall length of the pipeline between the Kootenai River pump station and
influent sedimentation basin will be approximately 2,000 feet.

Moyie River Pipeline
The Moyie River pipeline will be routed from the pump station to the influent sedimentation tank along
the existing main access road to the northern portion of the RV Resort. As the pipeline leaves the pump
station, it will parallel the road in a southeast direction until it turns south when the road parallels the toe
of the hill slope. The pipeline follows the existing access road to the new influent sedimentation basin.
Overall length of the pipeline between the Moyie River pump station and influent sedimentation tank will
be approximately 400 feet.

RIVER WATER TREATMENT SYSTEMS
Use of river water in the hatchery will require the removal of any sand and silt that passed through the
intake screens. During a majority of the year, the amount of material in the river water pumped through
the pump stations will be very low due to the natural clarity of the Kootenai and Moyie Rivers. However,
during spring runoff periods and summer/fall storm runoff periods, the amount of material passing
through the intake screens will be much higher.

Influent Sedimentation Tank
To remove the sand and silt that passes through the intake screens, an influent sedimentation tank will be
constructed that will remove a significant amount of this material from the river water before it enters the
drum filters. This increases the efficiency and lowers the backwashing necessary for the drum filters, thus
lowering energy requirements for the high pressure well water used in the backwashing. The
sedimentation tank will be divided into two separate settling bays, each 30 feet wide, 120 feet long, and
an average depth of 5.1 feet (the floor slopes 1.5 percent to the downstream end). Having two separate
sedimentation bays will allow one bay to be cleaned while the other bay remains in service. At the design
flowrate of 1,500 gpm, a single bay will provide approximately 1.5 hours of detention time, and an
overflow rate of 600 gpm/ft2 (0.42 gpm/ft2). This will remove suspended fine sand down to approximately
50 microns in size, according to water treatment industry guidelines. Weirs are placed at the influent and
effluent ends of the tank to create optimum settling conditions in the tank.
At this time, it is anticipated that the sedimentation tank will provide adequate removal of sand and silt
from the water column without the use of coagulant chemicals. No chemical treatment is planned in the
sedimentation tank to accelerate the settling of the sand and silt particles. This will avoid altering the
natural water chemistry of the river water prior to use in the hatchery. The sedimentation basins will be
covered with a pre-engineered metal roof to prevent falling leaves and pine needles from landing in the
tank, as well as to limit algae growth and water temperature increase.
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Ramps adjacent to the sedimentation bays allow access into bays by backhoes, bobcats, and other
equipment for the removal of the collected sediment. The ramps are sloped at 15 percent and are
approximately 34 feet long. The bay would first be drained after it is taken out of service, by removing
the stop logs at the effluent end of the bay. The 12- by 12-inch sluice gate in each effluent channel will
allow the drainage to enter an overflow structure and then enter an 18-inch diameter HDPE river water
overflow line which connects to the 18-inch diameter discharge line from the effluent sedimentation tank
and is routed to the Moyie River outfall. After the excess water is drained off of the surface of the
sedimentation bay, the sediment would be loaded into dump trucks for removal from the site. The effluent
channel of each sedimentation bay is equipped with an 18- by 18-inch sluice gate controlling flow to the
drum filters. The water level in the drum filter bays must not be allowed to rise above levels that could
interfere with the backwashing of the filter, therefore the sedimentation tank effluent channels are
equipped with 5-foot 0-inch overflow weirs. Overflow enters the overflow structure and then the 18-inch
river water overflow line discussed previously.

Drum Filters
Two stainless steel drum filters will be provided to remove most of the remaining suspended sediment in
the flow from the influent sedimentation tank. The drum filters selected as the basis of design are 6 feet,
8 inches in diameter, and 9 feet, 11 inches long, and has 35 individually replaceable filter panels. The
filter panels are constructed using a polyester fabric on a polyethylene grid for removal of the smaller
particles from the water column. The filter panels can be designed to achieve a wide variety of filtration
efficiency. At this time, it is anticipated that the drum screens for the Twin Rivers hatchery will be rated
for the removal of 100 micron material. The filter panels must eventually be replaced, depending upon the
sediment load and the ability to remove the collected material from the filter panels.
Water from the influent sedimentation basin will enter the center of the drum filters. The drum rotates
slowly (2.9 rpm) while the water flows through the filter panels and enters the clearwell around the
screen. Overflow from the drum filter clearwell passes over a 10-foot 6-inch long effluent weir and into a
channel leading to the booster pump station. All flow through the drum filters will be due to gravity
created by the lowered water surface in the clearwell of the booster pump station.
Filter backwashing is performed on a timed cycle. A 3-inch diameter ground water line provides spray
water to the drum filters. Each filter is equipped with a 7.5 Hp booster pump that increases the pressure
of the spray water to 100/160 psi (2-speed motor). The spray header is located on the outside of the filter
fabric and washes the accumulated particles off the fabric and into a collection trough within the drum.
The trough conveys the backwash flow (approximately 39 gpm) to a 6-inch drain line that is routed to the
effluent sedimentation tank.

BOOSTER PUMP STATION
The booster pump station supplies the hatchery with filtered river water at sufficient pressure to allow
further treatment of the water (sand filtration, UV disinfection, heating/cooling, etc.) prior to use. The
treatment requirements for the river water had not been finalized at the time of this report, therefore a
conservative estimate of the required pressure is 45 psi at the design flowrate of 1,500 gpm.
The booster pumps will be multi-stage vertical turbine pumps. Two pumps will each have sufficient
capacity to provide the design flowrate (1,500 gpm @45 psi, 50 HP). A smaller vertical turbine pump
will be provided to allow efficient pumping coverage at the low end of the pumping range (400 gpm @
15 psi, 5 HP). The pumps will be equipped with VFDs. The pump control system will adjust the speed
of the pump to maintain a desired pressure in the river water lines supplying the headboxes, where mixing
of the various water sources occurs.
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The effluent channel from the drum screens enters the clearwell below the cover slab of the station, which
supports the motors and discharge piping from the booster pumps. The clearwell has sufficient capacity
to avoid wide fluctuations in level that could be caused by sudden changes in flowrate into the clearwell,
or in the pumping rate out of the clearwell. The 8-inch discharge lines from the large pumps and the 6inch line from the small pump are each equipped with a pressure transducer, a check valve (fitted with a
position switch to shutdown the pump if no flow is detected), and a butterfly isolation valve. The
discharge piping elbows down and passes through the cover slab and enters the clearwell, where it
combines into a 10-inch river water pipeline to the hatchery.
A 6-inch branch line (located near the SW corner of the hatchery building) will provide low pressure
water supply to the burbot ponds. A manually-adjusted flow control valve will be used to adjust the flow
to the burbot ponds. Preliminary flow demand is assumed to be 10 gpm per pond, however flow rates may
increase during pond cleaning or flushing activities.
The booster pump station and the drum filters will be enclosed within a concrete masonary unit (CMU)
building with a pre-engineered metal roof. This will provide freeze protection for the exposed piping, as
well as weather protection for the equipment, including the electrical power and control systems.
Skylights (4 ft x 4 ft) will be provided on the roof above each of the booster pumps, to allow a crane to
access the pumps for removal, if necessary.
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CHAPTER 3.
WELL WATER SUPPLY
DESIGN CRITERIA
The design of the ground water supply system is based on previous ground water analysis work
performed for the project including the report “Ground Water Feasibility Study, Twin Rivers Aquaculture
Facility” dated February 19, 2010, and Hatchery Well Installation and Testing, Twin Rivers Aquaculture
Facility, both prepared by Associated Earth Sciences, Inc. (AESI) (Attachment D). Ground water will be
utilized for hatchery processes included incubation, rearing, and broodstock collection and holding in
addition to providing backwash water for the drum filters. Groundwater demand will vary considerably
during the year with peak demand in the 250 to 300 gpm range.

WELL FIELD DESIGN
Based on the well testing by AESI, hatchery wells HW-2 and HW-3 can produce a sustained 400 gpm
water supply concurrently with a drawdown of less than 10 feet. Consequently, development of wells at
those locations is proposed. A pitless well unit providing 3 feet of cover depth on the discharge pipe is
provided. Based on the well report and to provide the required design flow, design data for the wells are
as follows:
HW-2

HW-3

Casing Diameter

8-inch

8-inch

Pump Column Diameter

5-inch

5-inch

Ground Elevation

1794

1794

Groundwater

15.0

13.8

Top of Well Screen

70

70

Bottom of Well Screen

80

85

Bottom of Well

100

95

Well Depths (Feet Below Ground Surface)

Well pump sizing was based on providing a total design flow of 300 gpm within a residual pressure range
of 8 and 15 psi. Pump design data is as follows:
•

Pump: Goulds Model 6DHLO 3 stage 10 Hp, (or equal).

•

Design point at low groundwater and 15 psi residual pressure: 272 gpm @ 96.5 TDH.

•

Design point at high groundwater and 8 psi residual pressure: 340 gpm @ 74.0 TDH.

•

Elevation at discharge: 1811.0.

PIPELINE DESIGN
In general, GW pipelines were sized to maintain velocities of less than 5 fps at peak flows. Pipe material
is proposed to be PVC pressure pipe per ASTM C900 DR 25. The main GW pipe from the well head to
the hatchery building is sized at a nominal 6-inch diameter with velocities of 3.2 fps at 300 gpm. The
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approximately 40 gpm required by the drum filter backwash is provided through a 3-inch branch line.
The GW supply piping to the burbot ponds varies from 6-inch to a minimum size of 3-inch.
A hydropneumatic tank will be installed in the mechanical room of the hatchery and will function as a
buffer for variations in demand. The required volume will be approximately 3,000 gpm. The control
system will activate the well pump when water drawn from the tank causes the pressure to decrease below
a preset level.
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CHAPTER 4.
HATCHERY PROCESS WATER TREATMENT
GENERAL
The design purpose of the process water cooling and heating systems is to raise or lower temperatures of
ground water or river water for optimum burbot and sturgeon incubation and rearing. The cooling is
accomplished with a closed loop chiller system that uses chillers, pumps and piping to circulate
mechanically chilled glycol-water solution through separate heat exchangers for the cooling of ground
water and river water. Heating is provided with a closed loop hot water system that uses boilers, pumps
and piping to circulate treated hot boiler water through separate heat exchangers for the heating of ground
water and river water. The equipment is all located in the Chiller, Boiler and Heat Exchanger rooms
shown on the Drawings. The cooling and heating systems are described in more detail below.
Burbot cooling demands occur January through May, peaking in March. There is no sturgeon cooling
requirement. River water and ground water are supplied in pressure piping from the adjacent Filtration
room and cooled in separate heat exchangers to keep the flow streams separate. The cooled water is then
piped to separate ground water and river water head boxes for distribution to the burbot incubation and
rearing areas through separate piping systems. The river and ground water supplies from the Filtration
room as well as downstream head boxes and piping distribution systems to the incubation and rearing
areas are described elsewhere in the Basis of Design.
The burbot heating requirement occurs April through August with a peak in July and August. Kootenai
sturgeon heating duration is April through July with its peak in May. Similar to the cooling system
described above, the heated ground water and river water streams are kept separate by using separate heat
exchangers.
In addition to the heating and cooling of ground and river water, there are energy recovery systems that
use process water that has already passed through the incubation and rearing systems pumping it back to
energy recovery heat exchangers. These permit the incoming ambient ground and river water to be
precooled or preheated before passing through the primary heat exchangers.
Finally, the chiller system uses an outdoor dry cooler for rejecting heat to the outdoors when temperature
conditions require. However, since the process water cooling demand occurs in the colder months of the
year, an ancillary piping loop and diverter valves are included to allow the glycol/water mixture to bypass
the chiller and be cooled in the dry cooler. This provides cooled water at a lower cost when outdoor
temperatures are sufficiently low.

COOLED PROCESS WATER
The process water cooling is accomplished using a system of chillers, dry-cooler, pumps, piping, valves
and heat exchangers. See the Process Water Cooling Diagram in the Drawings in conjunction with the
following description.
The chillers are planned to be two packaged units to match the type and manufacturer (Carrier) provided
at the Tribal Sturgeon Hatchery. This reduces suppliers and maintenance parts needed to support
operation at both hatcheries. The specification will be written around this manufacturer with allowance
for alternates if cost or other conditions warrant. One chiller is sized for peak load and the other chiller
provides full backup capability.
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The two chillers consist of dual screw compressors using R134a refrigerant. Each unit has two refrigerant
circuits allowing partial load backup and turn down capability of 10 to 1 ratio. The units are nominally
106 ton total capacity each at standard conditions. However, using a discharge temperature close to
freezing and sufficient glycol mixture for freeze protection in the outdoor dry-cooler reduces the chiller
capacity to about 55 tons each. The process water cooling requirement is for water temperatures down to
35oF which when considering approach temperatures in the heat exchangers, requires as close to 32oF
glycol/water temperature as possible. Lower than 32oF would create the potential for freezing the process
water in the heat exchangers. A chiller leaving water temperature of 33oF was chosen for system
operation. Therefore, 33oF glycol/water mixture leaves the chiller and is pumped to the cooled river water
and cooled ground water heat exchangers. These are designated as CRWHX and CGWHX respectively
on the Drawings.
The CRWHX heat exchanger is sized for the worst case process river water cooling condition. This
occurs for burbot broodstock and rearing in March. The river water cooling requirement for burbot
broodstock is 60 gpm reduced from 40.8oF ambient down to 35.6oF desired supply temperature. However,
the rearing river water requirement is 100 gpm cooled from 40.8oF down to 39.2oF. Since the colder
Broodstock river water occurs at the same time, the rearing river water will have to be cooled to 35.6,
then mixed with ambient at point of use for its final temperature. This reduces the rate of cooled rearing
water to 30 gpm for a total of 90 gpm cooled river water. The chilling capacity required for this is 234
mBh or 20 tons.
The heat exchanger is sized for a chilled glycol solution supply temperature of 33oF. This requires a rather
tight 2.6oF heat exchanger approach temperature (difference between the leaving process river water and
the entering chilled glycol solution). For the 30 percent design, the heat exchanger is sized for
~50 percent larger capacity or 150 gpm. This will be reduced if necessary as design is refined.
The CGWHX heat exchanger is sized for the worst case process ground water cooling condition. This
occurs for burbot incubation and early rearing in March. The ground water cooling requirement for burbot
incubation is 7 gpm reduced from 47.3oF ambient to 39.2oF desired supply temperature. However, the
early rearing ground water requirement is 45 gpm cooled from 47.3oF down to 40.8oF. Since the colder
Incubation ground water occurs at the same time, the rearing ground water will have to be cooled to 39.2,
then mixed with ambient at point of use for its final temperature. This reduces the rate of cooled rearing
water to 36 gpm for a total of 43 gpm cooled ground water. The chilling capacity for this is 174 mBh or
15 tons.
The heat exchanger is sized for a chilled glycol solution supply temperature of 33oF. This requires a 6.2oF
approach temperature. For the 30 percent design, the heat exchanger is sized for ~50 percent larger
capacity or 65 gpm. This will be reduced if necessary as design is refined.
In addition to the two cooling heat exchangers above, there are two matching units that are designed for
heat recovery from the process stream. Used cooled river water and ground water are collected in sumps
after use in the incubators or rearing tanks. The water is then pumped back to the heat exchanger room
and passed through their respective energy recovery heat exchangers, CRWERHX and CGWERHX, to
precool the fresh incoming river or ground water. This saves the energy that would otherwise be used to
cool the new incoming process water entirely and continuously with the chillers.
As one additional cooling method, the dry cooler is used to cool process water when outdoor temperatures
permit. In normal operation, the chillers remove heat from the chilled water loop with the condensers on
each chiller unit. The condenser water is then pumped/piped to the dry cooler for rejection of the heat to
the outside air. Due to the time of year that process water cooling occurs (January – May), it may be
possible under the proper conditions to use the dry cooler to cool the process water instead of the chillers.
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This alternate cooling is provided in the design by using diverter valves to divert the chilled glycol
solution flow from the chillers to the dry cooler. The dry cooler then cools the glycol solution by passing
cold outside air over the piping in the dry cooler and circulating it to the cooled water heat exchangers.
The chillers are not operating during this “free cooling” mode.

HEATED PROCESS WATER
The process water heating is accomplished using boilers, pumps, piping, valves and heat exchangers. See
the Process Water Heating Diagram in the Drawings in conjunction with the following description.
The three boilers are propane gas-fired condensing packaged units to match the type and manufacture
(Aerco) provided at the Tribal Hatchery. This reduces suppliers and maintenance parts needed to support
operation at both hatcheries. The specification will be written around this manufacturer with allowance
for alternates if cost or other conditions warrant.
Two boilers are sized for peak load and the third boiler provides 50 percent backup capability. Each unit
has multiple module heating sections allowing partial load backup and turn down capability of 16 to 1
ratio. The units are nominally 747 mBh input each with total firm capacity of about 1,500 mBh with two
units on line. The boiler capacity also includes HVAC heating requirement discussed elsewhere in the
Basis of Design. They can also be operate at 90oF leaving water temperature for a 90 percent or greater
efficiency. Hot heating supply water leaves the boiler at 90oF and is pumped to the heated process river
water and ground water heat exchangers. These are designated as HRWHX and HGWHX respectively on
the Drawings.
Presently, the proposed fuel source is propane. Contact has been initiated with the local natural gas
company, Avista, to determine if natural gas can be obtained at a lower cost. The local natural gas supply
ends on the west side of the Moyie River, so does not extend to the site. Propane is assumed for the
30 percent design and will be further evaluated as design progresses.
The HRWHX heat exchanger is sized for the worst case process river water heating condition. This
occurs for burbot rearing and Kootenai sturgeon broodstock in April. The river water heating requirement
for sturgeon broodstock is 60 gpm raised from 44.9oF ambient to 53.6oF supply temperature. The heated
river water supply to the burbot rearing is 80 gpm raised from 44.9oF to 49oF. Since the warmer sturgeon
broodstock river water occurs at the same time as the burbot rearing, the rearing river water will have to
be heated to 53.6, then mixed with ambient for its final temperature. This reduces the rate of heated
burbot rearing water to 40 gpm for a combined total of 100 gpm heated river water. The boiler capacity
required for this is 435 mBh.
The heat exchanger is sized for a boiler water supply temperature of 90oF and return of 70oF. This
provides a large 36oF heat exchanger approach temperature (difference between the leaving process river
water and the entering boiler water). The large approach temperature reduces the physical size and cost of
the heating water heat exchangers as compared to the cooled water heat exchangers. For the 30 percent
design, the heat exchanger is sized for ~50 percent larger capacity or 150 gpm. This will be reduced if
necessary as design is refined.
The HGWHX heat exchanger is sized for the worst case process ground water heating condition. This
condition occurs for burbot early rearing combined with sturgeon incubation in June. The ground water
heating requirement for burbot is 45 gpm raised from 50oF ambient to 54.1oF supply temperature. The
heated ground water supply to sturgeon incubation is 90 gpm raised from 50oF to 53.6oF. Since the
ground water will have to be heated to the higher temperature of 54.1oF, the sturgeon incubation water
will have to be mixed with ambient ground water for its final temperature. This reduces the rate of heated
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sturgeon incubation water to 80 gpm for a combined total of 125 gpm heated ground water. The boiler
capacity for this is 256 mBh.
The heat exchanger is sized for a boiler water supply temperature of 90oF and return of 70oF. This
provides a large 36oF heat exchanger approach temperature (difference between the leaving process
ground water and the entering boiler water). For the 30 percent design, the heat exchanger is sized for
~20 percent larger capacity or 150 gpm. This will be reduced if necessary as design is refined.
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CHAPTER 5.
SITE ANALYSIS AND LAYOUT
EXISTING CONDITIONS
The location of the proposed Twin Rivers Hatchery is on an historical floodplain terrace at the confluence
of the Moyie and Kootenai rivers. The shape of the terrace is roughly triangular, with a hill slope along
the east edge, the Moyie River along the west edge and the Kootenai River along the south edge. The
elevation of the floodplain terrace above the ordinary high water of the Moyie and Kootenai Rivers is
between 5 and 8 feet.
Site topography was surveyed in 2007 by JRS Surveying from Bonners Ferry, Idaho, using a local
coordinate system. This topographic map was used for the preliminary layout of the hatchery facilities
during the Step 1 Master Plan design study. In January 2012, the original topographic survey was
converted to state plane coordinates for completion of the Step 2 preliminary design. This conversion was
also done to assist with the collection of data to be incorporated into the water surface elevation modeling
required for the design of the river intakes.
At the present time, the floodplain terrace at the confluence of the Moyie and Kootenai rivers has been
developed into an RV resort. Most of the RV sites are near the middle of the site, with camping sites to
the north along the Moyie River and a large open area to the south along the Kootenai River. Most of the
northern half of the site is vegetated with mature cottonwood, larch, Douglas fir and cedar trees, with
several varieties of brush growing between the RV sites. Open areas are primarily manicured lawn for use
by guests at the RV resort.
The proposed Twin Rivers Hatchery will be in the northern portion of the floodplain terrace north of the
RV office and clubhouse. Most of the area to be used for the hatchery is currently open area; about
fourteen RV sites and four campsites will be eliminated during the construction. Construction of the
hatchery buildings and facilities will require removal of 60 to 65 mature trees. Relocation of the primary
power supply line to the site will be required to eliminate a conflict with the hatchery facilities. The
primary water supply for the RV sites will also have to be relocated, as the current well is near the
northern tip of the property.

DESIGN CRITERIA
The following design criteria were used to develop the proposed site plan:
•

Provide two surface water intakes to supply water to the hatchery facilities.

•

Provide three production wells for groundwater supply to the hatchery facilities.

•

Provide an influent sedimentation basin with drum screen to clarify the water supply.

•

Provide the hatchery building with spawning, egg incubation and early rearing facilities.

•

Provide the hatchery building with office and laboratory space to manage hatchery
operations.

•

Provide outdoor ponds for juvenile rearing.

•

Provide a sedimentation basin to clarify hatchery effluent prior to its discharge to the Moyie
River.
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•

Provide a vehicle storage building and maintenance shop adjacent to the hatchery building.

•

Provide perimeter fencing around the main hatchery complex for security.

•

Provide paved areas for vehicle circulation around the hatchery building, vehicle storage
building, influent and effluent sedimentation basins and driveways to staff residences.

•

Provide two residences for hatchery staff.

•

Provide grading improvements and new gravel surfacing to the existing boat ramp. Create a
new temporary boat access for a portable dock at the mouth of the Moyie River by clearing
and surfacing approximately 1700 feet of the top of the dike along the River.

•

Install upgraded site utilities, including power, phone, sewer and internet.

•

Arrange site elements to maximize the efficiency of process water transmission and
distribution systems.

•

Arrange site elements to allow safe and efficient handling and transfer of fish and eggs.

•

Provide treatment of storm runoff from paved parking areas prior to discharge from the site.

•

Maintain good pedestrian circulation while providing site security with perimeter fencing and
gates.

•

Maintain operation of the RV resort during construction and during full-scale hatchery
operations.

BENEFITS AND CONSTRAINTS
The following site features will be advantageous to development of the new hatchery facility:
•

A geotechnical investigation has been completed and preliminary indications are that the soil
conditions are well-drained sands and gravels suitable for structural fill and support of
building and structure foundations.

•

The historical floodplain terrace slopes gradually toward the Moyie River to the west and
toward the Kootenai River to the south from the proposed hatchery site, offering the
following benefits:

•

–

The gradual slope will allow gravity flow from the hatchery building and rearing ponds to
the effluent sedimentation pond and into the Moyie River.

–

The gradual slope will minimize the amount of excavation required during construction
of the proposed hatchery.

The new portable boat access at the Moyie River confluence will facilitate sturgeon
broodstock loading and unloading during the March to June collection season. With the
improved boat ramp, river access will be provided for outplanting and monitoring activities
by Tribal biologists.

The following constraints must be considered during development of the new hatchery facility:
•

Access to the site is by a gravel road with two sharp switchbacks that may limit the overall
length of materials that can be transported to the project site.

•

During flows greater than 60,000 cubic feet per second in the Kootenai River, the lowland
areas inside the RV resort are inundated with groundwater, creating open water ponds.

•

Numerous large trees on the sites where the hatchery buildings are planned must be removed.
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•

Existing overhead power lines supplying power to the RV resort must be relocated to avoid
conflict with the new hatchery buildings.

•

All hatchery facilities must be designed to minimize impact on the existing infrastructure of
the RV resort.

SITE ACCESS AND CIRCULATION
Access to the proposed Twin Rivers Hatchery from Bonners Ferry will use US Highway 95 north, turning
east on US Highway 2, then passing through the town of Moyie Springs and across the Moyie River
canyon. Approximately 0.5 miles past the Moyie Canyon bridge, the access route turns south on Twin
Rivers Road. The road makes a sharp turn to the right and then goes west through a recent clear cut. The
road is paved for approximately 0.5 miles to the top of the hill above the RV resort. After turning to
gravel, the road drops 600 feet in 3,000 feet of road length, resulting in an average gradient of 5 percent.
Within 500 feet of the top of the hill, the road makes a 180-degree switchback turn. A second 180-degree
switchback turn is located 2,000 feet from the top, and a third is located 2,500 feet from the top. The road
enters the RV resort near the center of the property along the eastern edge of the parcel.
A well-developed system of roads has been constructed to provide access within the RV resort. These
roads are graveled and are suitable for all-season travel when plowed in the winter.
Layout of the proposed hatchery facility was completed using the existing system of roads to minimize
the construction of new roads. Approximately 800 feet of existing gravel roads will be removed during
construction of the new hatchery facilities.
Within the main hatchery compound, paved access will be provided around all sides of the hatchery
building, vehicle storage building, influent and effluent sedimentation ponds, rearing ponds and hatchery
staff residences, with adequate clearances for two vehicles to pass. Most of the surfaced areas of the site
will be graded to drain at 2 to 4 percent slopes.
Public pedestrian circulation will be limited to the south and west edges of the hatchery site, the main
parking area and the area around the office building. Security fencing, gates and signage will be used to
limit public access to the operational hatchery facilities.

BOAT LAUNCH
To facilitate sturgeon broodstock loading/unloading, temporary boat access will be created near the mouth
of the Moyie River, a site that will be accessible during spring high flows when the Kootenai River
launch site typically is inundated. An existing single lane track along the top of the Moyie dike will be
cleared of encroaching vegetation and graded to the extent needed for occasional vehicle access.
Approximately 1,700 feet of improved dike road will be used to transport sturgeon broodstock to and
from the hatchery and to haul the temporary dock. An 8-foot by 20-foot portable dock mounted on skids
will be temporarily moved into place on the Moyie during broodstock collection season. It is expected to
be in place between March and June, after which it will be hauled from the river to the hatchery yard by a
forklift or small tractor for storage until its next deployment. Up to four posts will be installed on the dike
to secure the dock when it is deployed. When positioned, lines will secure the floating structure to the
posts.
The existing informal earthen boat launch, access road and parking area on the Kootenai River will be
graded and portions surfaced with gravel. The existing parking area will be enlarged and graveled to
accommodate 10 vehicles with trailers. Gravel will be applied to the existing access road as well. The
launch area will be graded above the ordinary high water mark; further improvements are not proposed.
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Recreational boat launching will continue to be the primary use of this site in addition to some use by
Tribal biologists for juvenile outplanting and proposed monitoring and evaluation activities.
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CHAPTER 6.
BURBOT BROODSTOCK HOLDING AND SPAWNING
DESIGN CRITERIA
All design criteria elements relating to burbot broodstock holding and spawning are presented in
Attachment B, Biocriteria for Kootenai Burbot and Live Feed.
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CHAPTER 7.
STURGEON BROODSTOCK HOLDING AND SPAWING
DESIGN CRITERIA
All design criteria elements relating to sturgeon broodstock holding and spawning are presented in
Attachment A, Biocriteria for Kootenai Sturgeon Production.
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CHAPTER 8.
HATCHERY BUILDINGS
Two primary buildings are proposed at the hatchery site which will support ongoing hatchery operations.
The Hatchery Building will house hatchery administrative functions and facilities to accommodate
visitors and meetings, as well as hatchery operations and maintenance functions and crew facilities. The
Vehicle Storage Building will house vehicles and boats and one bay of this building will be heated and
ventilated to accommodate light duty vehicle maintenance.

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN CRITERIA
Necessary building, sanitary and land use permits will be obtained through the Boundary County Building
Department and will include code compliance. The property is located just outside the boundary of the
City of Moiye Springs and is zoned Residential Rural. It is assumed that a land use variance or zoning
modification will be required.
All buildings will be designed to comply with the current edition (2009) of the following codes, as
adopted by the State of Idaho:
•

International Building Code

•

International Energy Code.

•

International Mechanical Code.

•

International Plumbing Code.

•

National Fire Code.

•

National Electric Code.

Both the Vehicle Storage Building and Hatchery Building will be constructed of cost effective, durable
materials with proven performance in the anticipated climatic conditions and the industrial nature of the
facility. Sustainable design features will be incorporated into the design of these facilities and the
architectural character of the site and existing facilities. Anticipated materials include CMU, wood,
metal, glass with flat or low-slope roofs using membrane or metal roofing. Exterior building finishes will
be of natural colors to blend with the surrounding environment and lessen their prominence in a manner
compatible with the recreational nature of the site.

Hatchery Building
The Hatchery Building will be a single story 32,270 SF structure located north of the primary entrance
and offices. Road Access will be controlled by the location of the campground office, and the fenced and
gated enclosure around the hatchery grounds will control unescorted pedestrian access. The site area
south of the building will be developed for employee and visitor parking.
This building will be classified as an F-2 occupancy. Allowable area for F-2 construction varies by
construction type. For type II B construction (noncombustible and non-rated) the allowable area is
23,000 SF. For combustible and non- rated, the allowable area is 13,000 SF. In order to meet the area
requirements it is assumed that the 60 foot yard requirements will be satisfied on three sides of the
building. A sprinkler system is not required, but a fire alarm system should be provided.
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Construction
The Hatchery Building will be a single story 32,270 SF structure located north of the primary entrance
and offices. Road Access will be controlled by the location of the campground office, and the fenced and
gated enclosure around the hatchery grounds will control unescorted pedestrian access. The site area
south of the building will be developed for employee and visitor parking. Typically ceiling height in the
hatchery operations area will be a minimum of 12 feet. Ceilings in offices or lockers will be 9 feet.
TABLE 8-1.
TWIN RIVERS SITE PROGRAM SUMMARY
Revision Date:
02/17/2012
Name of Space

Staff

Full
Time

Part
Time

Tank

Number

Area

Size

Quantity

Size
(SF)

Total
(SF)

Comments

Twin Rivers Hatchery Building
Administration &
Shared

24

Open Office

3

1

375

375

Natural daylighting

Private Office

1

1

125

125

Natural daylighting

Conference Room

1

307

307

Include kitchenette.
Natural daylighting.

Men’s
Restroom/Shower

1

225

225

Women’s
Restroom/Shower

1

225

225

Office Storage

1

30

30

Janitor

1

40

40

Dry Work Room

1

238

238

Lockers

1

182

182

1

1,540

1,540

3

130

390

13

_

3,630

Wet Laboratory

1

12

4' Dia

12

8'x2'x
18"

MudRoom/
Vestibules
NET

5

24

CIRCULATION
AND STRUCTURE

726

GROSS

4,356
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TABLE 8-1 (CONTINUED).
TWIN RIVERS SITE PROGRAM SUMMARY
Revision Date:
02/17/2012
Name of Space

Staff

Full
Time

Part
Time

Tank

Area

Number

Size

Quantity

Size
(SF)

Total
(SF)

Comments

28

8' Dia

1

5,400

5,400

Indirect daylight

5

6' Dia

Sturgeon Ops
Sturgeon Rearing

1

Sturgeon Incubation

1

36

8'x2'6"

1

2,500

2,500

Indirect daylight

Sturgeon Broodstock

1

6

15'
Dia

1

3,050

3,050

Indirect daylight.
12'-0" height clear
to B.O. structure

Sturgeon Forage

1

10'
Dia

1

300

300

Sturgeon Work Area

12

8'x2'6"

1

425

425

12

4’
Dia

Dry Storage

1

400

400

Mud Room

1

150

150

7

_

12,225

NET

3

81

CIRCULATION
AND STRUCTURE

1,834

GROSS

14,059

Burbot Ops
Burbot Rearing

24

4' Dia

1

2,250

2,250

Indirect daylight

Burbot Incubaton

20

3' Dia

1

1,600

1,600

Indirect daylight

Burbot Broodstock

6

6' Dia

1

1,175

1,175

Indirect daylight

Burbot Forage

1

10'
Dia

1

425

425

Burbot Spawning

1

6’
Dia

1

225

225

Cryo/Disinfect/Necr
opsy/Equip

1

400

400

Dry Food

1

275

275

Live Feed

1

550

550

Mechanical/pumps

1

125

125

6

_

7,025

NET

51
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TABLE 8-1 (CONTINUED).
TWIN RIVERS SITE PROGRAM SUMMARY
Revision Date:
02/17/2012
Name of Space

Staff

Full
Time

Part
Time

Tank

Number

Area

Size

Quantity

Size
(SF)

CIRCULATION
AND STRUCTURE

Total
(SF)

Comments

1,054

GROSS
Services

8,079

Water Treatment

1

616

616

Chemical Storage

1

100

100

Boiler

1

408

408

Chiller

1

408

408

Sand Filtration

1

760

760

Shop

1

605

605

Electrical Room

1

386

386

Comm Room

1

72

72

Mechanical Room

1

1077

1077

NET

9

_

3,425

CIRCULATION
AND STRUCTURE

Near sediment pond

Natural daylighting

343

GROSS

3,768

GROSS BUILDING
AREA

30,261

Vehicle Shop and Storage Building
Vehicle
Maintenance

1

720

720

Vehicle Storage

10

720

7,200

NET

11

_

7,920

CIRCULATION
AND STRUCTURE

1,188

GROSS

9,108

Exterior Facilities
Generator

1

400

400

Chiller

1

400

400

1

8,000

8,000

1

1,000

1,000

6

3,600

21,600

Water Treatment
Sediment Pond

60' x
120'

Effluent Treatment
Burbot Ponds

60' x
60'
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8. HATCHERY BUILDING

Building Components
Clean Room
A vestibule and disinfection zone prior to entering Sturgeon Work Room. Provided with storage shelves
for equipment, lockers for personal equipment and benches for changing.

Sturgeon BroodStock
Captured sturgeon broodstock are kept in the (five) 15-foot diameter tanks. The sixth tank is reserved for
egg removal. Sturgeon can be transported between the tanks through an overhead crane rail, capacity
500 lbs.

Sturgeon Workroom
After the eggs have been removed from the sturgeon broodstock they are initially handled and prepped in
this room. Includes wire storage racks, sterilizing dishwasher, utility sink and stainless steel work counter,
as well as (four) 2-foot-6-inch by 8-foot 0-inch tanks.

Sturgeon Incubation Room
After the eggs have been prepped in the Sturgeon Workroom, they are brought into the Sturgeon
Incubation Room for incubation until they hatch. Contains thirty-six 2-foot-6-inch by 8-foot 0-inch tanks.

Sturgeon Rearing
After the eggs hatch the fry are transferred to the Sturgeon Rearing room, which contains (twenty-eight)
6-foot diameter tanks and (five) 4-foot diameter tanks.

Sturgeon Forage
Sturgeon broodstock will be fed live trout, kept in a single 10-foot diameter tank.

Dry Storage – Sturgeon
Food storage for sturgeon in the rearing stage.

Wet Lab
This room will accommodate controlled experimentation of tank and water variables, cleaning protocols
etc. for improvement of fish culture for both sturgeon and burbot.

Burbot Broodstock
After capture, adult broodstock are kept in (six) 6-foot diameter tanks.

Burbot Spawning
Burbot spawning and egg retrieval are accommodated with a single 6-foot diameter tank.

Burbot Incubation
The Burbot Incubation Room holds (twenty) 3-foot diameter tanks.
This area will have a raised floor of galvanized steel grating to allow for tank re-configuration.
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Burbot Rearing
The Burbot Rearing room holds (twenty-four) 4-foot diameter tanks.
This area will have a raised floor of galvanized steel grating to allow for tank re-configuration.

Burbot Forage
One 10-foot diameter tank for trout.

Live Feed
Feed culture tanks for burbot in the rearing stage

Cyro/Necropsy and Disinfectant
Multipurpose room for analysis of stock rearing morbidity issues.

Dry Food - Burbot
Dry food storage for burbot.

Water Treatment
As described in Chapter 5, water from the Kootenai River may require fine filtration and ultraviolet
disinfection at some times of year.
The Water Treatment room will include heat exchangers for cooling the process water and space for
possible future treatment facilities, including oxygen generation equipment and potable water systems.

Chiller Room
The chilling of incubation and transfer tank flow will require a chiller. If more cooling is desired during
late winter, the reservoir water could be used with a water-to-water heat exchanger to chill groundwater.

Food Storage and Handling
The food storage area will be in the southwest corner of the Hatchery Building, with a capacity to store 28
pallets of food and room for sorting pallets of different-size feed.
Two feed storage rooms have been provided. One for bulk storage of dry feed and a second for possible
storage of start tank feed. If less food storage is desired by the hatchery operator, one room could be used
for storage of other materials and equipment.

Shop
The Hatchery Building will contain shop area sufficient for repair of pumps and other equipment. Space
will also be provided for carpentry and welding.

Work Room
The work room will include a fume hood and space for such laboratory equipment as a balance and
under-counter refrigerator. Countertops will be acid resistant, but epoxy tops are not required.
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Crew Areas
Crew facilities include a crew work area, lunch/break/meeting room, and restrooms with showers and
lockers.

VEHICLE STORAGE BUILDING
The 7,260 SF vehicle storage building will house boats and vehicles used by Hatchery staff. It will consist
of (eleven) 33- by 20-foot wide bays, with one bay enclosed, insulated and heated for use as a minor
vehicle repair shop. Welding could occur at this shop.
Construction type will be type II B, construction will be non-combustible and non-rated. The steel frame
and substructure will be a pre-engineered metal building, with a low slope metal roof shedding to the
north.
A 4-foot tall CM wainscot is proposed for the perimeter of the building to reduce damage to finishes.
Metal siding or cement board, or a combination, will be used above the wainscot.

SEDIMENT POND
The sediment pond canopy is designed to reduce UV exposure of the water, and to reduce leaf and needle
debris from getting into the pond. It will utilize a pre-engineered metal building structure, with 14 ft clear
to the bottom of the structure, and a low slope metal roof. The sediment pond will be divided into two
ponds, with access for each pond for cleaning by ramp. The pumps and drum screens for water drawn
from the pond will be housed in a CMU pump building.

RESIDENCES
There will be (two) 3 bedroom residences provided. Each residence is approximately 2,000 SF with a
600 SF garage attached. Construction will be wood framed, with a pre-engineered wood roof structure.
The buildings will sit on stem foundation walls.

VISITOR CENTER
The visitor center is located just West of the existing Campground offices, just off the primary access
road. The visitor center is a small amphitheater seating 20-30 people on concrete benches set into a berm.
The focus will be a small covered structure with interpretive panels that will allow people to learn about
the hatchery all year round, and it will allow for scheduled presentations by hatchery staff.

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTER
The architectural character of the facilities is currently envisioned as a blend of contemporary sustainable
industrial design incorporating some elements with rustic visual characteristics. Flat roofs and attached
canopies to provide snow control and summer shading will be used. Single ply membrane roofing will be
used on flat roofs, metal on sloped roofs.

MECHANICAL DESIGN CRITERIA
Hatchery Building
The Hatchery Building will be served by three distinct systems, with one system serving the sturgeon
areas, one serving the burbot and support areas and one serving the office area.
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The sturgeon and burbot areas will be heated and ventilated only. Ventilation will be supplied to achieve
six air changes per hour in all hatchery and support areas, with a minimum supply air temperature of
40 degrees F. 100 percent outside air will be supplied via rooftop heat recovery units (HRUs) using
sensible heat wheels, Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) controlled fans and hot water coils. Hot water is
supplied from process boilers. The supply air ducts for the larger hatchery areas will be provided with
control dampers that will allow the ventilation air to be modulated to deliver full ventilation when the
space is in use and to minimize air when the space is not. Spot heating is provided by water coil unit
heaters distributed around the hatchery. Unit heaters will be normally off, but will provide heat for
operator comfort on demand. As with the HRU’s the unit heater hot water will be provided from the
process boilers through a reverse return hot water loop.
The office area of the Hatchery Building will be served by a Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF) heat pump
system that will allow for efficient, individual control of space temperature and heat recovery between
spaces. Most spaces will be served by concealed ceiling mounted units, with a wall mounted unit in the
Communications Room. Outdoor air will be provided by a small, ceiling mounted HRU with an enthalpy
wheel. The fume hood in the dry work room will be provided with both a supply and exhaust fan to
ensure proper pressurization.
Plumbing will follow the International Plumbing Code. Hose bibs with hot and cold water will be
provided at approximately 50 foot increments in the hatchery areas. Domestic hot water will be provided
with a circulation pump.

Vehicle Storage Building
The Vehicle Storage Building will be provided with a propane fired unit heater. A 3-inch flue will
penetrate the roof.

Sediment Pond
The Sediment Pond building will be provided with two 5 kW capacity electric unit heaters.

Residences
The Residences will be provided with propane fired furnaces with air distribution located in the
crawlspace. Propane fired water heaters will produce domestic hot water.

ELECTRICAL DESIGN CRITERIA
The Hatchery Building will be fed from a new 3-phase electrical service. Individual feeders from the
Hatchery will provide 3-phase power to the Vehicle Storage Building, Sediment Pond Canopy and Pump
Station, Well Pumps, Burbot Pond electrical equipment, site lighting, and the Moyie Intake Pump Station.
A standby diesel-powered generator will be dedicated to the Hatchery and all the supporting facilities it
feeds with the exception of the Vehicle Storage Building.
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CHAPTER 9.
EXTERIOR BURBOT PONDS
The exterior ponds are presented on the 30 percent design documents to display the physical space
requirement for six ponds, each measuring 8.5 meters square at pond bottom with a design water depth of
1-2 meters. These burbot pond preliminary design includes pond wall slope of 3:1 with circulation
spacing of 16 feet between ponds.
Each pond will include a cast-in-place discharge structure including a screened stoplog water surface
control structure.

DESIGN CRITERIA
The burbot holding criteria are presented in Attachment B, Biocriteria for Kootenai Burbot and Live
Feed.

DETAILS
Drawings 20–C-60 and 20-C-61 show plan and section views of typical ponds.
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CHAPTER 10.
HATCHERY EFFFLUENT TREATMENT
The primary pollutant targeted for control in fish hatchery effluent is total suspended solids (TSS). TSS
will be made up mostly of fish feces and uneaten feed

DESIGN CRITERIA
Production goals at Twin Rivers Hatchery are 1,276 pounds of sturgeon and 2,420 pounds of burbot, for a
total of 3,696 pounds (1,680 kg). On August 23, 2004, the USEPA issued a new final rule (40 CFR Part
451) which applies to aquaculture facilities producing more than 100,000 pounds of fish per year. The
final rule is administered through the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit
process. For new facilities such as Twin Rivers (those commencing construction after September 22,
2004), New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) are applicable.
The NSPS do not provide numeric limits on pollutant discharge, but rather establish narrative
requirements, including the application of “best available demonstrated control technology” for all
pollutants. Major emphasis is placed on the removal of solids from the effluent stream and on the
development and implementation of a site specific Best Management Plan (BMP). The BMP is designed
to prevent the discharge of spilled chemicals and the discharge of pollutants as a result of structural
failure, to provide proper training of personnel, and to maintain thorough record keeping. Careful control
and monitoring of water temperatures and feed rates to optimize feed conversion ratios and reduce
uneaten feed quantity are also critical components of the BMP.
Due to the relatively low level of fish production at the Twin Rivers Hatchery, the Idaho Department of
Environmental Quality (IDEQ) has indicated that gravity settling of the hatchery effluent will provide a
sufficient level of treatment prior to returning this water to the Moyie River. IDEQ’s sizing criteria for
the settling tank limits the tank’s overflow rate to no higher than 0.0065 ft/sec (2.92 gpm/sf) under peak
flow conditions. The effluent flow rate is assumed to be equal to the design flowrate of the hatchery
(1,500 gpm). At the maximum allowable overflow rate of 0.0065 ft/sec, a sedimentation tank with a
surface area of 508 sf would be required to treat 1,500 gpm.

EFFLUENT SEDIMENTATION TANK
All effluent from the hatchery, as well as the discharge of the burbot pond drainage pump station, and the
backwash flow from the drum filters, will be routed to the effluent sedimentation tank. These drainage
pipelines enter the drainage control structure immediately upstream of the effluent sedimentation tank.
The flow exits the drainage control structure via two 18-inch square sluice gates, each gate controlling
flow to the influent channel of a bay of the effluent sedimentation tank.
The effluent sedimentation tank will be divided into two separate settling bays, each 19 feet 6 inches
wide, 40 feet long, and an average depth of 5.2 feet (the floor slopes 1.5 percent to the downstream end).
Having two separate sedimentation bays will allow one bay to be cleaned while the other bay remains in
service. At the design flowrate of 1,500 gpm, a single bay will provide approximately 0.35 hours of
detention time, and an overflow rate of 0.0042 ft/sec, 35.4 percent lower than the maximum allowable
overflow rate of 0.0065 ft/sec. If both bays are in service, the detention time would be 0.7 hours, and the
overflow rate would be 0.0021 ft/sec, 68% lower than the maximum allowable rate. The surface area of a
single bay is 780 sf, 53 percent higher than the IDEQ specified area. Weirs are placed at the influent and
effluent ends of the bays to create optimum settling conditions in the tank.
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As with the influent sedimentation tank discussed earlier, ramps are located adjacent to the sedimentation
bays to allow access into the bays by backhoes, bobcats, and other equipment for the removal of the
collected sediment. The ramps for the effluent sedimentation tank are sloped at 20 percent and are
approximately 54 feet long. A bay would first be drained after it is taken out of service, by removing the
stop logs at the effluent end of the bay. The drainage would enter the effluent channel, and exit the
channel via an 18-inch effluent discharge line that leads to an outfall on the Moyie River (see the next
section). The influent channel to the sedimentation bay has a 12- by 12-inch sluice gate for draining
sediment which may have collected in the channel. After the excess water is drained off of the surface of
the sedimentation bay, the sediment would be loaded into dump trucks for removal from the site.
The floor of each bay will slope to a 4-foot square, 2 foot deep sump with a grated cover near the divider
wall between the two bays. After most of the collected sediment in the tank has been removed with the
heavy equipment, the grating could be removed, and a portable pump could be lowered into the sump A
discharge hose on the sump pump could be dropped into a small tanker truck (e.g., 2,000 gal). Remaining
material in the tank (and influent channel) could then be hosed down to the sump and then be pumped
into the tanker truck for off-site disposal.

EFFLUENT PIPELINE
An 18-inch diameter HDPE pipeline will exit the effluent channel of the effluent sedimentation tank and
combine with the 18-inch diameter HDPE overflow line from the influent sedimentation tank near the
northwest corner of the effluent sedimentation tank. The 18-inch diameter HDPE effluent pipeline will
then be routed at a moderate slope (0.74 percent) to an outfall location along the Moyie River, a distance
of approximately 540 feet from the effluent tank.
The selected outfall location on the Moyie River is characterized by a deep scour pool formed by the
Moyie River as it flows in an easterly direction into the toe of the dike on the hatchery side of the river.
This location is more suitable for an outfall than areas further upstream (toward the effluent sedimentation
tank), as the Moyie River channel during low flow is confined along the western bank in these areas. The
river along the western bank is a shallow riffle. A very gradual gravel bar extends from the toe of the dike
on the eastern side of the channel to the center of the channel. An outfall in this area would result in a
long, shallow, and slow surface drainage across the gravel bar to reach the western side of the channel.
The selected outfall location in the deep scour pool will allow the discharge outlet to be hidden under 2 to
3 feet of water depth. The bank areas of the outfall will be protected with riprap.
The effluent pipeline will be routed along the eastern side of the dike to reduce the volume of excavation
for the pipeline and to prevent the complete rebuilding of the dike along the pipeline route.
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CHAPTER 11.
HATCHERY UTILITIES
ELECTRICAL POWER
Power for the facilities in the vicinity of the Twin Rivers Hatchery will be provided from Northern
Lights, Inc. (NLI). NLI serves the existing single-phase services in the vicinity of the Twin Rivers
Hatchery, which consist of a campground-laundry-water well service, a combined residence and office
structure, and an additional residence located near the Kootenai River. Each existing service is fed
underground from pad-mounted transformers, which are served by an underground primary.

Hatchery Site
The source for the existing underground primary is an existing overhead primary transmission line
extending from Highway 2, approximately one mile from the Hatchery Site. The transmission near the
highway is 3-phase, but the line tapped near the highway and extending to the Hatchery is single–phase.
The nature and size of the load at the Hatchery necessitate a 3-phase power source. Based on discussions
with NLI in 2008, the estimated cost to upgrade the primary transmission from single to 3-phase was
$98,000. This estimate does not include the new utility transformers that will be needed for the Hatchery
and supporting facility services. Contact has been made with Jen Lanaville at Northern Lights.
A standby diesel generator is planned as a back-up power source for the Twin Rivers Hatchery and
supporting facilities, including the Moyie Intake Pump Station. The generator will be located outside the
Hatchery Building in its own weatherproof, sound attenuated enclosure. The fuel tank will be located
beneath the generator. It will be dual-wall construction with leak detection, and large enough to carry the
expected load for 3 days.

Kootenai Intake Pump Station
Due to the distance between the Twin Rivers Hatchery and the Kootenai Intake Pump Station, a separate
3-phase utility service is planned for the Pump Station. A dedicate standby diesel generator is planned as
a back-up power source for the Kootenai Intake Pump Station. The generator will be located outside the
Control Building in its own weatherproof, sound attenuated enclosure. The fuel tank will be located
beneath the generator. It will be dual-wall construction with leak detection, and large enough to carry the
expected load for 3 days.

COMMUNICATIONS
Building entrance telephone service will be provided to the building from the Local Exchange Carrier
Frontier Communications (formerly GTE). Underground communications conduits will be extended
from the existing communications pedestal located near the entrance road to the Hatchery building and
new residences. Contact has been made with Jack Knaggs at Frontier Communications, who indicated
that high speed internet service is available at the site. Typically new services that require up to 1,000 feet
of new cable are installed at no charge, assuming the owner provides the path and 4-inch conduit. Longer
distances and work involving existing service relocation are billed on a time and material basis. Existing
service cable relocation is expected on this project. As a general rule, a new grounding pedestal is
required every 500 feet of service cable.
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CHAPTER 12.
TRIBAL HATCHERY IMPROVEMENTS
INTRODUCTION
The existing hatchery complex is adjacent to the Kootenai Tribal Village and is a group of loosely
organized structures that has been slowly developed over the last twenty years. Numerous improvements
and additions are proposed to provide minimal functionality.

NEW HATCHERY HOUSING AND STAFF OFFICES
Housing will be constructed for hatchery personnel to ensure that staff is in close proximity at all times
during operations. The proposed housing unit consists of a one bedroom unit attached to a small office
annex. The staff office annex has space for four staff, with a small kitchenette and ADA accessible
restroom. The facilities will be ADA accessible. Housing and office spaces will each be provided with an
independently metered, gas fired furnace.

OFFICE ADDITION
The existing offices will be expanded to the south to provide a conference room and three offices.
Facilities will be ADA accessible. The existing electrical service will be relocated and designed to feed
the two Rearing Sheds as well as the Office, as in the existing configuration, except the Shop will no
longer be fed from this meter.
A new fire alarm system is planned for the Office.
The Office window AC units will be removed and wall mounted Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF) heat
pump units will be added to provide primary heating and cooling. The current baseboard heating system
will be retained for use as a secondary source of heat. Operable windows will be provided for outdoor air.

HATCHERY BUILDING IMPROVEMENTS
The hatchery building is an older pole building that has been retrofitted for its current use. The facility
includes rearing and incubation tanks for sturgeon and a forage tank, and an office an storage mezzanine.
The interior finish of the tank room exterior walls is polyisocyanurate panels with taped joints nailed to
horizontal wood girts between the primary columns. The proposed improvements include:
•

An internal dividing wall between forage and sturgeon tanks.

•

Conversion of an unused and unfinished room into a mud room

•

Removal of approximately three-fourths of the exterior wall metal panels to add additional
polyisocyanurate insulation, a weather barrier and re-installation of the existing siding.

•

Addition of 8-foot Fiberglass Reinforced Plastic (FRP) wainscot on the walls up to 8 feet
above finished floor (AFF) in the tank rooms to improve room cleanability.

•

Selected lighting upgrades for improved efficiency

•

New exterior doors and keypad entry locks

•

A new fire alarm system
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•

The existing propeller ventilation fan will be replaced.

TREATMENT BUILDING
This building is relatively new and no improvements are anticipated with the exception of a new fire
alarm system. The current 1/2-inch copper water supply along the north wall will be replaced with a
1-inch schedule 80 PVC line. that will provide water to Rearing Sheds 1 and 2 and the Vehicle Storage
Shed.

REARING SHED 1 IMPROVEMENTS
Rearing Shed 1 is a pre-engineered metal building housing sturgeon rearing tanks. It will be expanded to
provide a sturgeon egg collection work zone and mud room, and a crane rail will be added over the tanks
in order to facilitate fish transport. Translucent panels will be added to the east wall to provide daylight.
A wall mounted, gas fired heater will be provided for the work zone.
A new fire alarm system is planned for Rearing Sheds 1 and 2.
The current 1/2-inch, hose-fed copper water supply will be replaced with a 1-inch schedule 80 PVC line.
The new line will enter the building through the existing exterior hose bib locations. A 1/2-inch cold
water supply will be added to the sink in the sturgeon egg collection work zone.

REARING SHED 2 IMPROVEMENTS
Rearing Shed 2 is identical to Rearing Shed 1, except the insulation system is sprayed on instead of batt
insulation with a vapor barrier. This insulation is falling off and could be hazardous to the fish stock. The
scope of work for this building includes phased removal of the existing insulation, installation of new batt
insulation with vapor barrier, the addition of an 8-foot tall FRP wainscot for wash down, and the addition
of translucent clerestories for natural light.
The current 1/2-inch hose fed copper water supply will be replaced with a 1-inch schedule 80 PVC line.
The new line will enter the building through the existing exterior hose bib locations.

VEHICLE STORAGE SHED ADDITION AND IMPROVEMENTS
The existing vehicle storage building is open to the south and provides little protection to the vehicles
stored within. The scope for this building is to expand the building 8 feet to the south, provide new
overhead doors in the south face of this addition, and add a storage facility adjacent to the east end of this
building. This storage building addition will allow the removal of temporary storage sheds from the site.
The existing electrical service capacity for Vehicle Storage will need to be increased. Replacing the
existing feeder from the Office service with a new feeder from the new Housing facility will provide a
more direct route for the feeder and free some capacity on the existing Office service.
A new fire alarm system is planned for the Vehicle Storage and Shop facilities.
The current 1/2-inch hose fed copper water supply along the north wall will be replaced with a 1-inch
schedule 80 PVC line. The new line will enter the building through the existing exterior hose bib
locations and terminate at two new hose bibs.
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SITE IMPROVEMENTS
A heater for freeze protection will be installed for the Drum Screen. The power source for the heater will
be a spare circuit in the Treatment Building. All new equipment at the dock area requiring electrical
power will be fed from spare circuits in the Treatment Building.

Fish Transport
The fish transport system will consist of a crane rail from the exiting dock to a landing on the pump
building service access road. The crane rail will be supported off of existing piles at the dock, and a new
pile at the water line, and a new foundation supported column adjacent to the access road. The crane rail
will be sized for 750 lb loads. The rail will be electrically operated with a lifting hoist and a cogged rail
attached to the support beam. The rail will be controlled with a pendant mounted controller.
The existing dock will be extended with a 300 sf extension, with area lights and paver outlet.
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ATTACHMENT A.
BIOCRITERIA FOR KOOTENAI STURGEON PRODUCTION
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ATTACHMENT B.
BIOCRITERIA FOR KOOTENAI BURBOT AND LIVE FEED
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ATTACHMENT C.
GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING EVALUATION
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ATTACHMENT D.
TWIN RIVERS WELL REPORT
Note: Appendices A through D of the Twin Rivers Well Report are available on request from Tetra Tech, Inc.
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ATTACHMENT E.
TOPOGRAPHIC AND IMPROVEMENT MAP
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ATTACHMENT F.
KOOTENAI TWIN RIVERS AND TRIBAL HATCHERY OUTLINE
SPECIFICATION

